Your security, safe in
our hands
Whatever your business, ours is to keep your staff, your
assets and your infrastructure safe and secure; with the
added bonus of improving your operational data,
increasing your control and delivering potential efficiency
gains too.

Intelligent security; intelligent data
intelligent management solutions
Intelligent IP Security for a Connected World

We are proud to have extensive experience in:
Small Business
Enterprise
Retail
Transportation
Offices
Food Production
Manufacturing

Hotel & Leisure
Finacial
Services Industry
Defence
Global Projects
Utilities
Argicultural & Equestrian

We work nationally and internationally across all these
sectors. Our technologies and solutions are proven to be
scalable flexible and futureproof making it easier and more
cost effective to take advantage of new products and
services as your company evolves.

Tel:
01749 600 600
Fax: 01749 600 601
Email: hello@ifacility.co.uk

With iFacility, your
security system could do
more for you than you
ever imagined!

www.ifacility.co.uk
www.ifacility.co.uk
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Security, surveillance, safety...
all from one expert provider
At iFacility, we offer you a genuinely
complete, fully-managed and totally
integrated service: from designing
the system, sourcing, installing and
commissioning right through to
providing technical support,
on-going system management and
all the backup services you need.
And because we utilise the latest IP
based technologies, your security
system could be a powerful
management tool too: delivering
surprising opportunities for business

Unique,
unlimited,
unrivalled
access

monitoring, data analysis and
operational efficiency gains.
You get one flexible, scalable,
futureproof solution, delivered by
one specialist partner, with one point
of contact, no matter how many sites
you have and wherever they are in
the UK or further afield.
We manage everything for you,
leaving you free to get on with
running your business because we
believe it’s our job to make
yours
easier.

With our systems, your plans
become possible...

How much more could your security
system do for you?

iFacility have solutions no matter what the size of your business. Whether you
have one site or many, operate locally, nationally or globally, here are some of
the things we can do for you:

Obviously your system should
deliver all the security, surveillance
and control you need, but with our
state-of-the-art IP based
technologies, it can do so much
more to help you with business
monitoring and performance
improvements too.

IP HD CCTV delivers ultra-clear,
high definition, megapixel images
and a host of other benefits too

Proactive CCTV & Remote Alarm
Monitoring protects your people,
assets and infrastructure, 24/7/365

Intelligent CCTV Analytics makes
it possible to use your CCTV system
to deliver data on customer
behaviour, store hotspots and
much more

Access & ANPR Control monitors
and manages entry and exit at all
your doors, gates and barriers

Fire & Intruder Alarms providing
vital protection against theft,
vandalism and fire
Our unique MyFacility lets you access
and monitor your security system
from mobile devices and the web
wherever you have a broadband or
mobile connectivity. And it’s available
24/7/365.
Instant, direct access gives you the
ability to view your CCTV images in
real time, check archived footage
even control your entry/exit points
and make sure you know exactly
who’s on site. It's total management
and visibility with everything at your
fingertips, simply, quickly and
immediately - no matter
where you are.
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Security Lighting & Electrical
combine the latest highly efficient
LED lighting with your solution to
ensure high quality images 24/7/365

With MyFacility remote and mobile access, professional project consultancy, specialist technical maintenance and
market-leading expert support from our experienced team, we’re on hand to help, 24/7
With our guidance, you can choose exactly what you need. A stand-alone system, or integrated. We can even
incorporate your existing analogue equipment to help manage costs and our scaleable IP technology can grow with
your company.

From data on foot fall to help you
with planning; perhaps video
capture of barcode images to
improve inventory movements;
even shopper profiling, queue and
abandonment statistics and staffing
details for retail analytics on a

store by store or region by region
basis… our solutions can push the
boundaries for you, delivering
surprising opportunities for data
analysis and operational efficiency
gains.
When designing a system we will
always ask: “What else can this do
for you?” with the aim of maximising
your investment by delivering
intelligent, integrated solutions
which give you the potential to do
more than you
ever imagined.

Putting your company’s
interests first
Our engineers are committed to devising the best
solution for your particular needs. We are not limited
to using a particular supplier nor manufacturer and
so our engineers can use their knowledge and
experience to bring together all the right elements
that will deliver the best system for you.
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